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Introduction.
The purpose of this note is to prove the existence and convergence of certain integrals (called pseudomoments) involving weakly convergent affine normalized sums of independent, identically distributed random vectors taking values in a finite-dimensional Euclidean space, when the normalizing operators take on a special form. The existence of these pseudomoments for the common distribution of the summands, and the convergence of the pseudomoments of the affine normalized sums to the corresponding pseudomoments of the limiting distribution, are shown to occur precisely when the latter exist, in the case of a non-Gaussian limit. The case of Gaussian limits is also covered.
The pseudomoments of a distribution (for definitions, see §2) are designed to reflect the geometry of the distribution more accurately and informatively than do ordinary absolute moments. Since the great utility of affine normalization is its attention to variable decay rates in the probability tails of the one-dimensional projections (marginals) of a distribution, it is clearly an advantage to construct moment-integrals showing similar attention to these marginal tails, as we will see pseudomoments do.
2. Notation, background, and assumptions. Let (V, || ■ ||) be a finitedimensional Euclidean space, and let Z be a V-valued random vector whose distribution C(Z) is full, i.e., not supported on any proper hyperplane of V. Given a nonsingular linear operator B on V and a number p > 0, we define the 73-pseudomoment of order p of Z (equivalently, of L(Z)) to be rOO (1) E(Z,B,p)= P(\\rB'*Z\\>l)dt. Jo Here, for s > 0 we define oo sB = exp(Blna) = J2 BK(\ns)K/K\, K=0 so that tB'v = (t-l'*)B for t > 0.
To illustrate the meaning of these integrals, consider the case oí B = XI for A > 0 and 7 the identity operator on V. Then poo E(Z,B,p)= P(\\Z\\>tx/")dt Jô = f P(\\Z\\p/x >t)dt Jo = E\\Z\\p/\ so that in this case pseudomoments reduce to ordinary absolute moments. Now let X, Xi,X?,... be i.i.d. F-valued random vectors with Sn = Xi + -■ -+Xn, and assume X is full. When there exist linear operators Tn on V and centerings vn G V such that {£(TnSn -vn)} is weakly convergent to a full distribution p, written £(TnSn -vn) -► p., we say that X (equivalently, L(X)) belongs to the (generalized) domain of attraction of p and write X G T)A(p, {Tn}, {vn}). Hahn and Klass (1985) have given necessary and sufficient conditions that X belongs to the domain of attraction of a given p.
By definition, the limiting distribution p. is operator-stable. We refer to Sharpe (1969) for this definition and the properties of operator-stable laws, but briefly describe the facts we need here.
For p full operator-stable on V, let Y, Yi, Y-¿,... be i.i.d. V-valued random vectors with common distribution p. Then there exists a nonsingular linear operator A on V', called an exponent for p (not necessarily unique, but see Holmes, Hudson, and Mason (1982) ), and centerings yn G V such that for each n > 1,
(3) is called the stability property of p. Obviously Y G DA(p,{n~A},{yn}), so that the sequence of operators {n~A} plays a special role in the theory of operatorstable laws and their domain of attraction. Sharpe proved that for each choice of A, every eigenvalue of A has real part > \.
When the operators {Tn} used to normalize the sums Sn can be chosen in the special form Tn = n~A for some exponent A for p (i.e., X G DA(p, {n~A}, {vn})), we say X belongs to the domain of normal attraction of p, and write XeDNA(p,A,{vn}). Now X will belong to the DNA of p regardless of choice of exponent A for p: only the centerings {vn} will be affected (Jurek (1980) ). Thus we will occasionally write X G DNA(/i). For more on domains of normal attraction, see Hudson, Mason, and Veeh (1983 ), and Jurek (1980 , and Hahn and Hudson (1987) .
When X G DNA(/¿, A, {vn}), it is clear that the natural integrals to consider are the pseudomoments E(X, A, p) and E(n~ASn -vn, A,p). Part of the motivation of our theorem is the following standard fact about ordinary stable laws and variables in their domains of normal attraction (see, e.g., Feller (1971) 
If p is an ordinary stable law on V with index 0 < a < 2, and X G DNA(p), then E\\X\\P < oo if p < a and E\\X\\p = oo if p > a.
For such p, we can take as exponent A -I/a (see (1)) and then from (2) we see E(X,A,p) = £||X||Qp, which is finite if and only if p < 1.
Results and proofs.
We are ready to state our results.
THEOREM. Let X G DNA(^) and Z(Y) = p. Then, for each exponent A for p,
n-»oo for p < 1, ui/»7e ?/p ?'s Gaussian, equality in (4) a/so /io/ds /or p = 1.
Before proving the Theorem, we remark that these existence and convergence results extend Theorem 3 in Hudson, Veeh, and Weiner (1987) from absolute moments (in the general domain of attraction)
to pseudomoments (but only in the domain of normal attraction).
The natural conjecture is that our theorem (suitably modified when p = 1) remains true for general domains, but we have been unable to achieve this result.
We also observe that the existence of a so-called invariant norm || • || for p on V (see Hudson, Jurek, and Veeh (1986) ) can be used to establish, in this norm, that the value of E(Y, A,p) is independent of choice of exponent A for p, for each p > 0. However, even in this norm the value (though not the finiteness) of E(X, A,p) depends on A, so we do not pursue the matter here.
PROOF OF THE THEOREM. The proof of the Theorem rests on the following adaptation of the uniform integrability criterion for convergence of moments (cf. Chung (1974, Theorem 4.5 But, as E(Z, B,p) < oo, we also have lim/j^oo fR g(t) dt -0.
Thus given e > 0, choose R so large that fR g(t) dt < e/3 and sup" /" gn(t) dt < e/3. For this 7Î choose TV so large that n > TV implies To prove the Theorem, we modify an argument of de Acosta (1979 and ; as compared to the argument in Hudson, Veeh, and Weiner (1987) , the work here is simplified because "regular variation" of the operators {n~A} for normal attraction is built in; no convergence-of-types arguments are required to see, for example, that for every m, we have (mn)~AnA -* m~A as n -+ oo.
Since p is infinitely divisible, by classical results we can write the characteristic function p of p as
where (•, •) is an inner product generating || • || and for some 6 > 0, a(t,x) = min(í5, ||z||)(í,:r)/||a;||; M is the Levy measure on V\{0} associated with p, a G V, and E is a linear operator on V.
First let us dispose of the purely Gaussian case, i.e., M = 0. Then one admissible exponent for p is A = ^7, so that pseudomoments reduce to ordinary moments for this choice of exponent. Our assertions are well known in this case; it is easy to check that other choices will not affect the results, and we refer to Hudson, Mason, and Veeh (1983) for the necessary details on exponents for Gaussian laws.
Thus we assume for the remainder of the proof that M in (5) is not the zero measure on V\{0}.
Fix an exponent A for p. The fact (communicated by Sharpe to Hudson (1980) ) that operator-stable laws have Lebesgue densities will allow us to apply the Lemma. We will also require this consequence of the stability property (3) proved by Sharpe (1969) As each eigenvalue of A has strictly positive real part, the two triangular arrays {n~AX3: j < n, n > 1} and {n~AYj-. j < n, n > 1}, the row sums for each of which are (shift) convergent in distribution to p, are infinitesimal. Assume for the moment that || • || is the "invariant norm" of Hudson, Jurek, and Veeh (1986) . Application of their Proposition 3 (in particular, (iv)) and Theorem 6 show that, in their norm, M{x G V: \\t~A\\ = e} = 0 for each e > 0. Thus the Central Limit Theorem (see, e.g., Araujo and Giné (1980) ) yields (again in their norm) that for every £ > 0, (7) oo > lim nP(\\n'AX\\ > e) = lim nP(\\n-AY\\ > e) = M(Be) > 0.
n->oo n->oo
Now the compatibility of all norms on the finite-dimensional vector space V, together with an easy continuity argument, give us, in the original nom, (8) 0 < liminf tP(\\rAX\\ >£)< limsupiPdlr^XH > e) < oo, t->oo t->oo 0 < liminf tP(\\t~AY|| > e) < limsupiP(||r^y|| > e) < oo for each e > 0.
Now (a) through (d) are immediate from (8), upon replacing t by t1/P, and it remains only to show the convergence in (4).
First assume X is symmetric. We now have C(n~ASn) -^ p. By one of Levy's maximal inequalities (see, e.g., Araujo and Giné (1980) We obtain from (9) that for sufficiently large 7?, t>l/a n > sup suptP(\\t-An-ASn\\>R\\aA\\)
t>l/a n > sup supiP(||rj4n-ASn|| > 1) t>\/a n for a sufficiently small that 72||aA|| < 1. (That lima_o \\&A\\ = 0 follows from the fact in Sharpe (1969) that every eigenvalue of A has real part strictly positive.)
Putting t0 = 1/q yields (11). Now fix p < q < 1. Since E(Y, A,p) < oo, to apply the lemma we must estimate
Jtl t&~ ° ' o-l uniformly in n, using (11). Thus the lemma gives (4) and it remains only to desymmetrize.
If X is not symmetric, assume £(n~ASn -vn) ^* p.
Let X[,X'2,... be i.i.d., independent of Xi,X<2,..., and with common distribution Z(X). Put S'n = X'x + ■■■ + X'n. Let Y' be independent of Y, with Z(Y>) = Z(Y) = p. Now Y -Y' is operator stable with A as an exponent, as is easy to check, and thus foreveryp< 1, E(Y-Y', A,p) < oo. We also have Z(n-A(Sn-S'n)) ^ Z(Y -Y'), so by the symmetric case, for each q < 1 we obtain lim E(n~A(Sn -S'n),A,q) = E(Y -Y',A,q).
n-»oo Once again we seek to apply the Lemma: Fix p < q < 1. We need only show supn E(n~ASn -vn)A, q) < oo. LetD = supnE(n~A(Sn-Sñ),A,q), and define gn(y) = E(n-ASn-vn-y,A,q).
By Fubini's Theorem, I gn(y)dZ(n-ASn -vn)(y) = E(n-A(Sn -S'),A,q) < D. 
Jo
The last term in (13) is uniformly bounded, by the previous remark; the change of variables t = au in the first term, and an argument similar to that used to show (10) implies (11) earlier, lead to a bound of some constant (independent on n) times gn(yn)\ since gn(yn) < 37), the proof is complete.
REMARK. The author wishes to thank the referee for a very careful reading of this manuscript, and especially for helping us clarify (7) and (8).
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